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Pandit Nehru and Mahatma Gandhi during the All-India Congress Committee session, August 8, 1942, when the "Quit India" resolution
was adopted, calling for the immediate dissolution of British rule.  CREDIT: STILL: DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD
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The British Empire was the most extensive dominion in history. Inevitably, it contained

human beings of every type. Some of its rulers were savage, some saintly, some mediocre.

Their record – again, inevitably – was patchy. British administrators extracted resources from

their colonies, denied full rights to their subjects and crushed dissent. At the same time, they

built roads, schools and clinics and ran an impartial criminal justice system from which

individuals could expect redress.

What I’ve just said might sound so bland, so trite, as to be barely worth writing. Yet it will push

some academics into a purple, choking fury.

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/2017/12/27/academics-criticised-professors-british-empire-research-likened/)

It’s a curious thing: historians who think of themselves as dispassionate become downright

evangelical when it comes to anti-imperialism.

A controversy has been bubbling away in Oxford since Nigel Biggar, the Regius Professor of

Moral and Pastoral Theology, wrote a newspaper article arguing for a balanced approach to

Britain’s colonial past. He was branded a bigot and a racist by Left-wing students, while 58

Oxford historians signed a letter denouncing him, followed by 170 of their colleagues from

other universities.

What abomination had Prof Biggar committed? Had he donned a pith helmet and harrumphed

about the unfitness of the African for self-rule? Of course not. He simply stated the obvious

truth that “the history of the British Empire was morally mixed, just like that of any nation

state”.

Nigel Biggar is a humble, clever, quizzical, understated, rigorous and
devout Scotsman. No one could be less like the Blimpish nostalgic of
Corbynite imagination.

“

”
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The academics who took issue with him averred airily that moral judgments had no place in

history. But they went on to adopt a markedly moral – or, rather, moralistic – tone themselves,

claiming that Prof Biggar’s even-handedness would “reinforce a pervasive sense that

contemporary inequalities in access to and experience at our university are underpinned by a

complacent, even celebratory, attitude towards its imperial past.”

Oh dear. The signatories ought to be familiar with what Herbert Butterfield wrote in 1931, in

perhaps the most influential work of historiography ever published. “The study of the past

with one eye upon the present is the source of all the sins and sophistries in history. It is the

essence of what we mean by the word ‘unhistorical’”.

Life in the Raj captured on film
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A chunk of the Left – I don’t think many of the signatory historians would take issue with

being described that way – have a blinding obsession with race. Anti-racism is the highest card

in their deck, trumping women’s rights, free speech and everything else. Once you press the

story of Britain’s imperial episode into their racial paradigm, everything the Empire did must,

by definition, be wrong.

I should declare an interest. Nigel Biggar was my college chaplain when I was an

undergraduate. He is a humble, clever, quizzical, understated, rigorous and devout Scotsman.

No one could be less like the Blimpish nostalgic of Corbynite imagination.

Modern anti-colonialists allow no nuance, though. Where they once provided a useful

corrective to the unquestioning patriotism that the Empire inspired in previous generations,

they have now become every bit as bigoted as the Jingoes they condemn. Just as apologists

used to see only the positives – the rule of law, the spread of modern medicine, the defeat of

Hitler – today’s Leftists see only the atrocities.

Is it so hard to accept the concept of a “morally mixed” history? Perhaps it is. Daniel Wegner

and Kurt Gray, behavioural psychologists, have shown that we mentally divide the world into

those who do and those who are done to, agents and patients, oppressors and victims. We

struggle to see that most people, and most nations, can be both.

Bertrand Russell, himself an anti-imperialist, pointed out long ago that victimhood does not

confer virtue. The opposite is also true: being a powerful and advanced country doesn’t make

you wrong. The Empire was morally mixed in every sense. Parts of it, notably India, were

seized in acts of shocking rapaciousness that were in no sense mitigated by Westminster’s

vague disapproval. Other parts were acquired largely thanks to anti-slavery campaigners.

Some countries, such as Malta, asked to join. Others asked and were refused: Ethiopia, Mexico,

Uruguay, Sarawak, Katanga and Morocco.
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There were territories, including Kenya and Cyprus, that broke away following monstrous

acts of violence and repression. There were others that were brought to independence

without a shot being fired in anger.

Yes, there was slavery, as there had been in every age and nation. Forced servitude had been

part of the human condition for at least 10,000 years. What made the British Empire unusual

was its relentless campaign to end the disgusting trade, a mission it took so seriously that,

even when it was engaged in a life-and-death struggle with Napoleon, it was diverting ships to

hunt down slavers.

Herbert Butterfield’s sense of perspective seems to have been lost. We assess the British

Empire according to modern criteria rather than by the standards of its epoch. It’s worth

remembering that the practical alternative for most British possessions was colonisation by

someone else. Who would have been preferable? The Germans? The Belgians? Where was

liberty more pronounced in the 18th and 19th centuries? Where was the standard of living for

ordinary people so high? Where were protections such as habeas corpus and jury trials so

secure? Where were freedom of speech, thought, assembly and contract so respected? Against

whom is Britain being so harshly judged?
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Let those filling up the drunk tanks pick up the tab

The announcement that “drunk tanks” may be rolled out across the UK has prompted amused

headlines around the world (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/12/29/selfish-revellers-turn-ae-could-

placed-drunk-tanks-according/). I’m afraid we have something of a global reputation when it comes

to alcohol abuse. “This heavy-headed revel east and west makes us traduced and tax’d of other

nations,” as the poet says. “They clepe us drunkards”.

Clubbers enjoy boxing day in Newcastle. CREDIT: TEBL, JOCR 
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In our own day, as in Shakespeare’s, we display an unusual attitude to inebriation. In most

countries, being drunk in public is disgraceful. The notion that young Brits boast about how

hammered they got the night before is met with incredulity in much of Europe.

But here’s the thing. Contrary to the impression you’d get from this week’s headlines – or,

indeed, any headlines over the past decade – boozing is becoming less of a problem in the UK.

Take any measure you like – binge drinking, overall consumption, alcohol-related crimes. All

are in decline.

Why? Partly because, in November 2005, we ended the rule that forced pubs to stop serving at

11pm. It was controversial at the time. The tabloids prophesied societal collapse. The Daily

Mail warned against “unbridled hedonism, with all the ghastly consequences that will follow.”

The Sun foresaw a “swarm of drunken youngsters.” The Royal College of Physicians predicted

“more excess and binge drinking, especially among young people.”

In the event, the opposite happened. Binge drinking among 16 to 24 year- olds sank from 29 to

18 per cent. Overall alcohol sales declined by 17 per cent. Alcohol-related hospital admissions

fell sharply. It turned out that forcing drinkers to beat the bell, racing to get a final pint in at

last orders, was not a sensible way to discourage consumption. Giving people more

responsibility, on the other hand, encouraged them to behave more responsibly.

I suspect the creation of innumerable virtual universes over the past decade has also played its

part. Although parents complain about how much time their children spend on screens, that is

time that previous generations often spent on more directly harmful addictions. The rise of

online gaming and social media has probably also played a part in the reduction of teen

pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases – two other developments that bear little

relation to popular worries.

The increased use of police facilities or dedicated buses as places where drunks can dry out

should be seen for what it is. Not as a response to some new epidemic of crapulous
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misbehaviour, but as a sensible way of ensuring that A & E facilities are there for the genuinely

ill and injured. Being drunk, after all, is not a disease, but a consequence of choices. It is quite

wrong to load the cost onto the taxpayer. The people filling the drunk tanks should be

presented with the bill for their stay after they sober up.

The Englishman may, as Shakespeare put it, drink with facility the Dane dead drunk, and

sweat not to overthrow the Almain. The least he can do is pick up his tab.

Queen Elizabeth II and former New Zealand Prime Minister John Key at Balmoral, September 2013.
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What does it take to satisfy New Zealanders?

We spent Christmas with family in New Zealand, swapping snow for sand, candles for sandals.

It’s an enchanting place, In Zid. Every bend in the road brings some awe-inspiring new

landscape. One minute English meadows, the next Norwegian fjords, then Jurassic ferns, then

hobbit hills. Visiting every five years or so, I’m acutely aware of the surge in living standards.

The chief complaint is about house prices – a classic symptom of rising prosperity.

Yet even in this other Eden, demi-paradise, people are not satisfied.

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/09/22/new-zealand-election-will-37-year-old-former-blair-advisor-jacinda/)

Three months ago, Kiwis threw out the Centre-Right government that had presided over their

economic miracle. It’s hard to see what more that government could have done. New Zealand

grew in 24 of the last 25 quarters. Its budget was in surplus, crime was tumbling, school

standards improving, pensions rising. Controlled immigration was admitting the best and

brightest.

True, it was a quirky result: the National Party lost despite winning 44 per cent of the vote.

Still, you have to wonder at the power of “time for a change”. Even when life is better on

almost every metric, people hanker after something different. A funny old game, politics.
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